Romanesque
walk

Route description
First stage, departure (45 min). Leave the church of San
Secondo behind (there is a drinking fountain on the grassed
area for anyone who feels the need of a drink of water) to set
off on the walk, at first sloping slightly along the crest of the
Mongiglietto hill. Walk along the asphalt road, which doesn’t
carry traffic, for about one kilometre, through the small village
of Mongiglietto, after which the road is unpaved and enters a
wood. After a few hundred paces you come to the provincial
road, leading from Montafia to Viale. This spot is traditionally
called the ‘termu forà’, meaning the end, the boundary stone
between Montafia, Viale and Bagnasco. The stone was a block
of sandstone, irregularly shaped and hollowed out and perforated by the passing millennia. However, nowadays there is no
trace of it, except in the memory.
Second stage (45 min). As it goes along the provincial road
starts to descend. There are two hairpin bends before reaching the bottom of the valley: then the apses come into view
immediately of the ancient parish church of San Giorgio, now
a cemetery church, but with quite precious frescoes. The urban
area of Bagnasco is higher up. This can be reached in a few minutes and its Gothic archway, now somewhat chipped, opens on
to the fenced area. The site’s structure is clear, with all the buildings opening on to the inside of the perimeter wall, which was
once fortified. Go back to the cemetery, then leave the asphalt
road. A downhill track, all grassed over, leads back to the bottom of the valley, amidst cultivated fields and meadows. Follow
the signposts, continuing through the fields, and pass behind
a large farm building, called Cascina Nuova. From there on the
route begins to climb. Pass alongside the sports field, to reach
the main square of Montafia. On the right, near the town hall,
there is a drinking fountain.
Third stage (30 min). On the other side of the square, pass under the gateway, an ancient archway, which is today next to the
post office. The road drops steeply and then climbs again on
the other side of the valley, through a kind of gorge. At the top
of the hill, you come on to the local road (asphalted). Turn right
and keep to the right and within a few minutes, along the road
through the woods, you reach Montafia cemetery. The church
of San Martino has a lovely Romanesque apse and, on the inside, some rustic portrayals of San Martino, on horseback. This
church is therefore also worth a visit, before returning on the
previous route, passing amidst a few houses.
Fourth stage (60 min). Continue on the asphalted road along
the crest of the hill. After about one kilometre, you come to the
junction with the road leading from Montafia to Palazzo Borello. After a few hundred metres along that road, towards Palazzo
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